
FOR A SMARTER LOOK GET
BRIGHTSHINE BLINDS



ABOUT BRIGHTSHINE
YOUR FULL SERVICE BLIND COMPANY

Founded over 40 years ago Brightshine is your full service blind 
manufacturing and maintenance company. 

Unlike many other companies that just sell blinds, we also clean 
and maintain them adding years to their life.  In fact over the last 
30 years this service has given us a depth of understanding of 
best practise manufacturing and also helps us recommend the 
best look for your home and your lifestyle.

All our blinds are New Zealand made and made to measure. 
When you buy from us you’re buying direct from the 
manufacturer.

Our product range consists of 25mm Aluminium, Wooden 
Venetians, and Faux Wood Venetians as well as Sunfilter, Blockout 
and Sunscreen Roller Blinds. At the top of our range sits our 
Shutter product, Clearview or Centre Control, 89mm or 64mm 
louvers, sliding bi-folding or hinging these shutters will work for 
you.

We have a huge selection of colours and fabrics and our Wooden 
Blinds can also be colour matched to your walls or architraves, 
taking the guess work out of whether the colour is exactly 
right. Our Shutters are made from Basswood which is the most 
commonly used material for Shutters worldwide, we don’t 
subscribe to putting MDF or other composite wood materials into 
people’s homes. 



“An excellent company to work with. Very professional and 
prompt with their service and guidance. I would strongly 
recommend doing business with them. ” - F. Tania (Auckland)    

 
“What more can I say? Probably the best company I have dealt 
with, certainly the best deals and very professional. To anyone 
for future reference, this is a great company to deal with.” -  B. 
Walsh (Gisborne)

 
“Prompt delivery and blinds were just perfect. Friendly, helpful 
staff, a pleasure to deal with. Would highly recommend to other. 
Thank-you very much!” -  S. Smith (Manukau City)

“Could you please pass on to the reps that fitted our Shutters 
that we love them.  They are amazing and we are really happy 
with how they look. We’ll definitely be back to buy more as we 
renovate the rest of the house. Thank-you again.”  
- J. Parson ( St. Heliers)

They’re not proven to be watertight beyond a certain period of 
time and we would prefer to work with a more trusted material 
such as wood.

Our Roller Blinds come in a huge selection of colours and if you 
want a completely customised look we have a Kiwiana pattern 
range developed with Designworx (interior designers) or you 
can choose an image from Shutterstock, istockphoto that we 
will digitally print on to the blind. We can even put one of your 
favourite photos on a blind. All our roller blinds come with 
a choice of a regular pull system or you can motorise for an 
extra $300 per motor (includes remote). These motors can be 
hardwired into your electrics or you can have battery operated 
ones for $350 per motor (great for built or renovated houses).

The second part of our service is the cleaning and repairing. We 
only clean and repair Brightshine Blinds and they are picked up in 
the morning and delivered back to you in the afternoon. 

We recognise that you have a busy lifestyle so you have a number 
of ways to engage our services: 

• Visit us in our factory and showroom at 9 Malvern Rd, 
Onehunga

• Call us on 0800 483 638
• Visit our website at www.brightshine.co.nz where you can 

book a consultation or put in your measurements and get  
an online quote

So get in touch today, we think it will be worth your while.



SHUTTERS
CLASSIC, STYLISH AND CONTEMPORARY

The classic Plantation Shutters are a real show stopper and very 
much on trend at the moment. Beautiful craftsmanship and a 
stunning product, these Shutters really are top of the range. They 
are incredibly versatile and can be configured in so many different 
ways to make the most of the light and how you want to access 
the window behind the Shutter. 

All our Shutters are custom made and finished with either paint 
or a stain. We have a large range of colours available and we can 
customise the finish to match your walls or architraves or indeed 
any contrasting colour for an extra $250 for the order.

You have a lot of options in terms of centre or hidden controls, 
split café style or full shutters , You can bi-fold panels, slide 
them or hinge them left or right. Our consultants can guide you 
through all these decisions to get the best look and most practical 
solution for your home.



Our Shutters are made of Basswood which is an excellent hard 
wood and perfect for New Zealand conditions. It’s a very dense 
yet light wood and is therefore durable and easy to manouvre. 
We can also manufacture these Shutters to suit any window shape 
so angles, doors and feature windows are not a problem.

Brightshine Shutters are imported and we’ve hand selected and 
visited the factory where they are produced. We have inspected 
their manufacturing processes and have quality control measures 
in place to ensure the best possible product. We offer a 3 
year guarantee for our Shutters and believe them to be a truly 
outstanding product.



PAINTED WOODEN 
VENETIANS
WE CAN COLOUR MATCH TO SUIT YOUR INTERIOR

Painted Wooden Blinds are the highest quality Blind product on 
the market. We use Poplar as the wood of choice as it is both 
stable and light to lift up and down. We offer Resene White and 
Alabaster as standard colours and we can colour match for 15% 
more on your order. We hand spray our blinds here in our factory 
in Onehunga giving the wood time to absorb the finish to avoid 
chipping and lifting of the paint from the slats. The paint also 
seals the blinds making them great in wet areas such as kitchens 
or bathrooms and spot cleaning is also made simple by the finish 
with just a damp cloth.

Available in 46mm or 60mm blades, the Painted Wooden Blind is 
a great option for getting that Shutter look for less. They provide 
texture and classic style to a room whilst at the same time making 
it feel spacious and open. You’ll be pleasantly surprised at the 
cost of these blinds too, we have begun manufacturing the actual 
slats at our factory and in doing this we have made more savings 
and passed these on to our customers. We’re proud of our 
pricing so please do visit www.brightshine.co.nz and type in your 
measurements to see how reasonable our prices are.



STAINED WOODEN 
VENETIANS
FOR A NATURAL LOOK

Our stained Wooden Blinds are a beautiful natural looking 
product with depth and warmth in the stains. Each stain has been 
customised for Brightshine and has been specifically developed 
to bring out the natural grain of the wood in way that makes the 
finish as rich and as natural as possible. Our most popular light 
stain is Autumn Amber, perfect with Rimu interiors, Winter Glow 
is our most popular mid stain suited to Kauri or Oak finishes and 
Walnut is our favourite dark stain which is our contrasting look (as 
pictured).  

Available in 46mm and 60mm blades, this product is a beautiful 
natural looking option for your home. We use UV inhibitors in the 
stain to try to minimise fading (the product will still fade over time 
though). Please do go to our site to type in your measurements 
and gain an instant online quote.

OUR TOP THREE COLOURS

AUTUMN
AMBER

WINTER
GLOW

WALNUT



FAUX WOOD
VENETIAN BLINDS
GREAT LOOK, GREAT PRICE

Faux Wood gives you that stylish wooden venetian blind look 
using vinyl compounds, instead of the usual Canadian cedar. It’s 
ideal for people wanting to place blinds in areas with a lot of 
moisture like kitchens, bathrooms and laundries. They also work 
very well in places that can be easily damaged by pets, children 
and teenagers. 

Because it’s Faux Wood, it is much heavier than the poplar 
alternative and is not as light to pull up and down. As a result, 
the components wear quicker. Faux Wood Blinds are priced 
accordingly.

These blinds will give you all the same practical benefits as the 
other Venetians in Our Range – giving your home that warm 
stylish look, while providing you with added privacy.

OUR COLOURS

WHITE ALABASTER



ALUMINIUM 
VENETIAN BLINDS
A MODERN CLASSIC

Aluminium Venetian Blinds have been a favourite in New Zealand 
for a very long time. In the last few years, the blinds have become 
more streamlined and better looking and are now enjoying a 
renaissance in this country.

They’re still a great way to give you that desired privacy or let 
in the right amount of light into your kitchen, office, bedroom, 
bathroom or living area. Plus they can help control the 
temperature by opening them in summer and closing them off in 
winter, keeping you and your room nice and warm.

The great thing about Aluminium Venetian Blinds is the quality 
and durability. And if cleaned and cared for, they will last a 
lifetime. The blinds come in either 25mm or 50mm width, 
depending on your preference.

OUR TOP FIVE COLOURS

ALBASTER WHITE 
GLOSS

PEWTER SILVER COLONIAL 
WHITE



ROLLER BLINDS
MINIMALIST, DURABLE AND STYLISH

Roller Blinds are a stylish and minimalist window solution that 
offer a lot of practical advantages as well as being aesthetically 
pleasing. They are non-intrusive as a window solution and they roll 
away to nothing at the top of the window/door frame so they’re 
brilliant over ranch sliders or bi-folding doors. They don’t gather 
dust, can be easily spot cleaned and we can motorise them for 
an additional $300 per motor (or $350 for battery operated) 
meaning we can eliminate the need for cords altogether.

Our fabrics have all been hand selected to provide texture and 
colours that suit NZ homes and style. We have used a lot of 
Resene/Dulux colour charts to ensure we match popular wall 
colours as well as providing contrasting colours that tonally match 
with the samepopular paint colours.

We then decided to take the concept of textures a step further 
and we’ve launched a patterned range with interior designers 
at Designworx. We have a series of Cabbage Tree, ToiToi and 
Landmark Cityscape patterns that we can use to create a real 
feature in your room with the blinds. If none of these suit 
however, we also have the ability to digitally print a photo you’ve 
taken or an image you choose (from iStockphoto, Shutterstock 
or Getty etc.) on to your blind to completely customise your look 
and make your room unique. 

We’ve profiled each of our fabric types on the following pages, 
so have a read and see which best suits your needs and call us on 
0800 483 638 to get samples sent out or arrange a quote.

OUR TOP FOUR FROM THE DESIGNER RANGE

CABBAGE
TREES

TOI TOI MAGNOLIA CUSTOM



SUNFILTER ROLLER BLINDS
CLASSIC AND LUXURY FABRIC SELECTION

We have a stunning range of classic fabric colours from the 
neutral range of White, Beige, Taupe, Sandstone through to the 
contrasting Charcoal, Blue Meets Brown and Black to the more 
textured an interesting in Pewter, Fawn and the Cream, Beige and 
Grey Stripe range. Black/White and Coffee/White are our latest 
additions to the range and were chosen for their depth of texture 
and for being a bit different. 

Sunfilters are durable and easy to clean. They don’t collect dust 
and if anything gets spilt or flung at them some warm soapy water 
and a kitchen cloth will do the trick.

OUR TOP FIVE COLOURS

WHITE BEIGE GREY CHOCOLATE CHARCOAL



PRIVACY BLOCKOUTS
COMPLETE PROTECTION WITH STUNNING 
FABRICS

Privacy Blockouts are a solid piece of fabric with a PVC backing 
to keep out as much light as possible (you will still get some light 
that creeps in around the corners and at the top of the blind as 
they’re for the most part fitted inside the window frame). Perfect 
for bedrooms and rooms you want to make private at night. 
Blockouts can go on a double roller system with a Sunfilter Blind 
so you get the best of both worlds with the Sunfilter down during 
the day protecting your furniture and floors and the Blockout 
down at night. 

Each fabric has been hand selected to ensure they add warmth 
and texture to the room. Our fabrics are just that, fabric – not 
canvas or plastic. We’ve got the textured Pearl White and 
Pearl Moon as well as the recent additions of Cloud and Chalk 
Blockouts. We’ve also got the ever popular Steel Grey, Azure 
Grey, Latte and Charcoal. We have a mixture of white backings 
and same side colour backing so if you have any body corporate 
restrictions we can work with it.

OUR TOP FIVE COLOURS

CHARCOAL STEEL GREY AZURE GREY LATTE CREAMY



SUNSCREEN
COST EFFECTIVE AND STYLISH

Sunscreens, or Translucents as they’re also known as are in-
between a Sunfilter and a Blockout. The fabric used is a solid 
piece of fabric with no openness factor (like the Sunfilters) but 
also without the backing of a Blockout. The net effect of this is 
that the fabric will let the light filter through but not the Sun and 
you won’t see through the fabric. The Sunscreen option is great 
if you want to cut the Sun’s rays out completely but still want the 
light to come in. At night, with the lights on behind this fabric you 
will see the shadows of people moving around but you won’t see 
any detail.

Sunscreens come in a choice of Cloud, Chalk, Latte, Bone, Vanilla 
and the more textured Pebble fabric.

OUR COLOURS

VANILLA LATTE BONE PEBBLE



feeling of openness. Venetians are a great option for controlling 
the light and the amount of Sun that comes into the room. At 
night they’re completely private too. Roller blinds can come on 
a double bracket system so you have the Sunfilter down during 
the day and the Blockout comes down at night – the best of both 
worlds!

In terms of colour, do you want to contrast the walls or match 
them?

When selecting a colour, this is the first question we ask. Other 
considerations are how spacious the room is i.e. do you need to 
create a light airy, feeling or is the room big enough to do that 
on its own (i.e. high ceilings and a rather large space). For smaller 
spaces we tend to recommend matching the or tonally only going 
slightly darker than the walls and for larger spaces you can easily 
carry off a darker more contrasting colour in the windows or 
doors. The less you make of features like the windows and doors 
the more flamboyant you can be with your furnishings.

HELPFUL HINTS
ADVICE FROM OUR INTERIORS EXPERTS

At Brightshine we work with a number of Interior Designers to 
ensure we stay up to date with the latest trends. We also work 
with Architects, Developers and Colour Consultants to keep our 
fingers on the pulse. We can provide various levels of advice and 
guidance when it comes to choosing the right window solution 
for you and your home. Here are a few helpful hints to consider 
when choosing the right option for you:

What is the style and period of the home and is everything in the 
house modern or classical?

Window treatments need to reflect and work in with what you’re 
doing with the overall look and feel of the house. You can make a 
feature out of your windows and doors by providing texture with 
Venetians or you can make them disappear into the walls by using 
the more minimalist Roller Blind option. A lot of our clients go 
with combinations of both Venetians and Roller Blinds. Venetians 
are used for all the windows and Roller Blinds go over the ranch 
sliders (as they roll up to nothing and don’t create a stack at the 
top of the door).

Are you looking for privacy or is it OK to have a relatively 
transparent solution at the window?

Do the neighbours look in? How close is the house to the road? 
How much privacy do you need the blinds to give you? We have 
all sorts of solutions for giving you privacy but still creating a 



CLEAN AND REPAIR SERVICE
WE RECOMMEND YOU HAVE YOUR BRIGHTSHINE BLINDS PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED AND SERVICED 
BY US ONCE A YEAR TO MAINTAIN THE GOOD LOOKS AND MAXIMISE THE LIFE OF THE BLINDS.

At Brightshine we only provide a cleaning and repair service for 
our own blinds. If you are slowly replacing your old blinds with our 
blinds then we will clean your houselot but you must have at last 
one of our blinds.

We operate a same day cleaning service from Whangaparaoa to 
Pukekohe. We pick the blinds up between 7am and 9.30am and 
have them back to you that afternoon.

When we pick up your blinds for cleaning we’ll check to see if 
your blinds need repairs. We’ll discuss our prices with you and 
agree on what’s done then take them away for restoring.

For this cleaning service we charge a $50 call out fee and $15 per 
blind for Aluminium Blinds and $35 per blind for Cedar or Faux 
Wood Blinds. Repairs are priced on top of this and will be quoted 
when the Representative picks up the blinds in the morning.

Clean and maintain your blinds during the year

If you’re able to, it’s good to clean and look after your blinds 
in between professional cleans. It’s particularly important in 
New Zealand with our harsh UV light and dampness, which can 
sometimes affect the surfaces that are constantly exposed to the 
conditions.

Cleaning tips:

Wooden Blinds and Shutters
It’s a good idea to regularly feather dust both sides of the blinds. 
We can provide an excellent product called Sprayglow, which is 
perfect for cleaning and enhancing these particular blinds. It’s 
also important to remember that your blinds should be open 
before they are raised.

Aluminium Venetian Blinds
Again, it’s important that you regularly feather dust both sides of 
the blinds and make sure to open them before they’re raised. It’s 
also a good idea to spray the tilter with CRC once a year to avoid 
stiffening and squeaking.

Roller Blinds
Sponge the surface down with a damp cloth, using mild, soapy 
water. We’ve also found Mr Muscle Window Cleaner works well. 
Simply spray a small amount on to a cloth and gently wipe the 
blind down.

Faux Wood
During the year, the blinds should be cleaned with warm, soapy 
water or dishwasher detergent and then dried with a towel.



MEASURING FOR BLINDS
DIY AND SAVE 10%

Three simple steps to an accurate 
measurement

Follow these instructions if you 
want your blind to hang inside.

1. Measure the width of the 
window from jamb to jamb 
in three places. Note down 
the shortest measurement - 
this is the one we’ll use.

2. Measure the drop by taking 
the measurement from the top jamb to the bottom jamb 
(or window sill) in three places. Note down the shortest 
measurement.

3. Send us the measurements and we’ll start manufacturing 
them right away!

Important note: You will NOT need to make adjustments to the 
width or length of your blind measurements. Let us do this!

FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS IF YOU WANT 
YOUR BLIND TO HANG INSIDE THE WINDOW 

Three simple steps to an accurate 
measurement

Follow these instructions if you 
want your blind to hang outside.

1. Measure the exact width 
of where you’d like your 
blind to be (architrave to 
architrave). Note down the 
measurement.

2. Measure the exact drop 
from the top of where you want your blind to be to the 
bottom. Note down the measurement.

3. Send us the measurements and we’ll start manufacturing 
them right away!

Important note: You will NOT need to make adjustments to the 
width or length of your blind measurements. Let us do this!

FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS IF YOU WANT 
YOUR BLINDS TO HANG OUTSIDE THE WINDOW 



BRIGHTSHINE ONLINE 
USING THE INTERNET TO MAKE YOUR LIFE 
EASIER

Brightshine’s website contains a wealth of knowledge and 
it’s not just a sales pitch. At www.brightshine.co.nz there are 
swatches available of all our products, measuring and installation 
instructions and quick forms you can fill in book a consultation 
or send us a cleaning request. We’ve also recently launched our 
QUICK QUOTE facility that allows you to put a measurement in 
and the site will return to you pricing across our whole range of 
products. Handy if you’re trying to decide what type of window 
solution you’re after. 

The Brightshine Quote Tool

The Brightshine Quote Tool is a bit like an online shop. You will be 
guided through how to get accurate measurements for windows 
and doors, you can then choose the type of blind you want and 
the colour. Once you’ve submitted this information the quote tool 
will work out costs and give you an on the spot quote. You can 
submit an order for one blind or a whole house lot.

Once you’ve created the order you submit it to Brightshine 
and we’ll contact you within 24 (working) hours. We’ll send 
you samples in the post, confirm the price (we offer all sorts of 
discounts through our website) and then when you’re happy with 
everything, manufacture your order.

Find out more about our great range at www.brightshine.co.nz

Blinds purchased this way will then be couriered straight to your 
door (or we can install, depending on what you’ve decided is the 
best option for you) and you’re done. Now that’s got to make 
your life easier!



BRIGHTSHINE 
GALLERY





Brightshine Ltd 
9 Malvern Rd, Onehunga,  
Auckland 1061, New Zealand
09 625 9613

www.brightshine.co.nz
info@brightshine.co.nz


